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Urea is a critical element found in everything from fertilizers to skin care products. Large-scale production of urea, which is naturally a product of human urine, is
a massive undertaking, making up ...
New production method makes vital fertilizer element in a more sustainable way
AUSTIN, Texas - Urea is a critical element found in everything from fertilizers to skin care products. Large-scale production of urea, which is ...
Making Vital Fertilizer Element in More Sustainable Way
GAR (Global Arbitration Review) is the world's leading international arbitration journal and news service. GAR provides breaking news, daily updates and indepth monthly features covering ...
Shearman & Sterling
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Katherine was a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Texas at Austin before joining Mitotix ... She joined Eli Lilly in 1984 in the Chemical Process Research
Division, and held multiple R&D ...
Board of Directors
In Austin, a city starving for new ... "You’re dealing with chemical compounds and a build out of that process that’s not as easy to turn back on quickly if it’s
been shutdown." ...
Cement prices newest obstacle facing Austin homebuilders
The Biden administration has been slow to announce nominees for the 58 Senate-confirmed positions at the Pentagon.
Top Pentagon weapons office faces vacancies as the military rushes to focus on China
A $1 trillion bipartisan infrastructure deal senators struck with President Joe Biden is at risk of stalling out as Republicans mount stiff resistance over ways to pay for
it and momentum shifts to a ...
Bipartisan infrastructure deal stalls as bigger plan gains
The Toowoomba region is bustling with brand new businesses. Here are just some locals giving it a go after launching a start-up. Start-up businesses are booming
in Toowoomba, with plenty of unique, ...
Toowoomba born: 10 local start-ups that you can support
Redlining maps document the deep history of institutional racism in the United States. They also reveal how the federal government managed risk for capital—a
role that has perpetuated inequality long ...
Redlining, Race, and the Color of Money
HPE's move from Silicon Valley adds a crown jewel to effort that began after Amazon's HQ2 'wakeup call' A crumbling Sears department store is being converted
into a sparkling, state-of-the-artspace ...
Houston is winning the competition to establish tech hubs in Texas
Global industrial software and technology leader Emerson (NYSE: EMR) today announced the launch of its Plantweb

Optics Data Lake, an enterprise-level ...

Emerson Simplifies Data Management for Manufacturers with New Enterprise-Level Software Solution
Democratic leaders have mapped out a monthlong sprint for senators, warning them to prepare for late nights and even the cancellation of part of their beloved
August recess.
The Senate returns to a complicated agenda, seeking to pass infrastructure and other economic priorities.
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An international research team that includes scientists and engineers from The University of Texas at Austin has devised a new method for making urea that is
more environmentally friendly than today's ...
New method makes vital fertilizer element in a more sustainable way
Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer, D-N.Y., speaks to reporters before meeting with Democratic members of the Texas Legislature who are trying to kill a
Republican bill in Austin that would make ...
Bipartisan infrastructure deal stalls as bigger plan gains
Urea is a critical element found in everything from fertilizers to skin care products. Large-scale production of urea, which is naturally a product of human urine, is
a massive undertaking, making up ...
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